CPT® CODE 20610 DETAILS

SAMPLE PAGE: Decrease denials with code search tied to fees, advice, and more.

**Code Descriptor**

Subscribers see the AMA's official code description.

**Lay Term**

Increase your Coding Accuracy with easy-to-understand explanations written by The Coding Institute's certified coding experts.

**CPT® Guidelines**

The section notes, introductory notes, and other instructions that you'll view in this box will increase your understanding and correct usage of this code.

**Upcoming and Historical Information**

View any code changes for 2013 as well as historical information on code creation and revision.

**Related Articles**

- Reader Question: Understand The Appropriate Use of Modifiers For Multiple Units of 20610
- Reader Question: Appropriate Use of Modifiers For Multiple Units of 20610
- Knees: Confront Medication, Diagnoses, and E/M Challenges for Hyaluronic Acid Injections
- Reader Question: Sometimes 20552 Applies Instead of 27096
- CORRECTION

Read Denial-Combating Specialty-Specific Coding articles

**Compliance Tools**

- Fee Schedules
- LCD Lookup
- OPIS Fee Schedule (OFV)
- CCI Edit Alert
- OPIS Edit Checker (OFV)
- CPT Modifier

See Medicare information from multiple fee schedules including national and local rates IMES, physician fee schedule modifier regs, and more.

**Crosswalk**

- Modifiers
- ICD-9-CM VOLL CROSSREF
- ICD-9-CM VOL3 CROSSREF
- Anesthesia Crosswalk and RGB
- CPT to HCPCS CROSSWALK

See allowed CPT®, CMS, and ASA modifiers for CPT® and HCPCS codes.

**Symbols:**

- * = Related articles are not official codset documents
- Source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), 2012
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